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Abstract 

The monthly family’s expenditure is one of the important economic situation that appeared in the 

society especially in Sulaimani governorate in Kurdistan region 

to classify family’s monthly expenditures according to f

(rural) of Sulaimani city for year 2011 using the modern style in analyzing of classification which is 

(Classification and regression tree 

stage procedure, i.e. using recursive binary partitioning to make a tree structure, by a process of 

pruning to removing non-significant leaves, with the possibility of assigning multivariate functions 

to terminal leaves to improve generalization. CART was used to ident

s by determining monthly family’s expenditures according to families who live in urban or in rural. 

The study found that the important variable is (Housing Rental) between eight variables for both 

rural and urban area at Sulaimani governorate, also of the 3210 families: 66.7% (2270) lived in 

Sulaimani city, and 33.3% (1131) lived in rural area in Sulaimani governorate according to housing 

rental variable, while 64.4% (1963) from families who lived in Sulaimani their housing ren

zero, and 87.0% (307) of families who lived urban area in Sulaimani city their housing renal 

between (201000 – 400000). Although the most families expenditure who live in Sulaimani city to 

food was ranged (151000 – 600000), household (101000 

225000), health field (101000 - 

most families expenditure who live in rural area in Sulaimani city for transportation serves (101000 

– 150000), clothing (151000 – 200000), education serves (151000 

100000), and food (600000 – 750000).

 

Keywords: classification, CART model, statistical modeling.
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The monthly family’s expenditure is one of the important economic situation that appeared in the 

society especially in Sulaimani governorate in Kurdistan region – Iraq. The objective of this study is 

to classify family’s monthly expenditures according to families who live inside (urban) and outside 

(rural) of Sulaimani city for year 2011 using the modern style in analyzing of classification which is 

(Classification and regression tree – CART) method, regression tree models are trained in a two

re, i.e. using recursive binary partitioning to make a tree structure, by a process of 

significant leaves, with the possibility of assigning multivariate functions 

to terminal leaves to improve generalization. CART was used to identify rank outcome  explanatory 

s by determining monthly family’s expenditures according to families who live in urban or in rural. 

The study found that the important variable is (Housing Rental) between eight variables for both 

mani governorate, also of the 3210 families: 66.7% (2270) lived in 

Sulaimani city, and 33.3% (1131) lived in rural area in Sulaimani governorate according to housing 

rental variable, while 64.4% (1963) from families who lived in Sulaimani their housing ren

zero, and 87.0% (307) of families who lived urban area in Sulaimani city their housing renal 

400000). Although the most families expenditure who live in Sulaimani city to 

600000), household (101000 – 225000), education serves (101000 

 150000), and transportation serves (251000 

most families expenditure who live in rural area in Sulaimani city for transportation serves (101000 

200000), education serves (151000 – 225000), health field (76000 

750000). 

ART model, statistical modeling. 

ا�قتصادية المھمة التي ظھرت في المجتمع  حا�تنفقات ا/سرة الشھرية ھي واحدة من ال
المستوى الھدف من ھذه الدراسة ھو تصنيف . العراق - السليمانية في إقليم كردستان 
في مدينة السليمانية لعام ) الريف( المدنوخارج ) ركزالم( المدن 

ا�نحدارنماذج ال جريبتعملية ، )كارت - يشجرال ا�نحدار
المستوايات غير معنوية  شجرة ، من خ?ل عملية إزالة ال ھيكليةOنشاء 

 رتبة تم التعرف على CARTاستخدام ب. التعميم حالة للوصل إلى
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The monthly family’s expenditure is one of the important economic situation that appeared in the 

Iraq. The objective of this study is 

amilies who live inside (urban) and outside 

(rural) of Sulaimani city for year 2011 using the modern style in analyzing of classification which is 

CART) method, regression tree models are trained in a two-

re, i.e. using recursive binary partitioning to make a tree structure, by a process of 

significant leaves, with the possibility of assigning multivariate functions 

ify rank outcome  explanatory 

s by determining monthly family’s expenditures according to families who live in urban or in rural. 

The study found that the important variable is (Housing Rental) between eight variables for both 

mani governorate, also of the 3210 families: 66.7% (2270) lived in 

Sulaimani city, and 33.3% (1131) lived in rural area in Sulaimani governorate according to housing 

rental variable, while 64.4% (1963) from families who lived in Sulaimani their housing rental is 

zero, and 87.0% (307) of families who lived urban area in Sulaimani city their housing renal 

400000). Although the most families expenditure who live in Sulaimani city to 

0), education serves (101000 – 

150000), and transportation serves (251000 - 300000), while the 

most families expenditure who live in rural area in Sulaimani city for transportation serves (101000 

225000), health field (76000 – 
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للوصل إلى المتغيرات متعدد
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) تأجير المساكن(ھم متغير ھو أ وجدت الدراسة أن

٪ 66.7: أسرة 3210في محافظة السليمانية ، أيضًا من 
يعيشون في المناطق الريفية في محافظة السليمانية وفقا 
ھو من العائ?ت التي كانت تعيش في السليمانية إيجارھا السكني 

 - 201000(بين ما  يفي مدينة السليمانية سكنھم الكل

بين  ما على الرغم من أن معظم نفقات ا/سر التي تعيش في مدينة السليمانية على الغذاء تراوحت
، دينار )225000 - 101000(، يخدم التعليم 
، في حين أن معظم إنفاق دينار )300000

، والم?بس دينار )150000 - 101000
، دينار) 100000 - 76000(، والمجال الصحي 

@ôáŽîŠóè@ôäbáŽïÝ@õb �ŽîŠbq@óÜ@pójîbmói@ a†b��ÜóàüØóÜ
Lça�Žï‚@õóäb�äbà@ôuŠó‚@ôä†‹ÙåŽïÜ@@õòìòŠò†@ìòìòìbäóÜ@õóäbäa�Žï‚@ìó÷@üi

õb�Žî(Š@óÜ@óïnî‹i@ó@ñŠý@ñòìbàóš@ì@æŽïÜüq@
äaìì†@ ôä†‹Ù’óia†@ ôäbåŽïèŠbØói@õòíŽï’@ ôä†‹ÙnìŠ†@ üi@ ô

@ôäbØ�ýó @üi@ìa(Šü @ò‹Ð@ôÝŽî†üà@ôä†‹Ùäb‚Šóm@ Žßó óÜ
@ôä†‹ÙîŠbî†ói@ çbØóàb−ó÷@ õòìóä†‹Ùï’@ õ‡äóióÝq@ üi@ òìa‹åŽïèŠbØói

@NØòìóåî‰Žîím@ìa(Šü @æî6�ä‹ @óØ@o8²Šò†@ó
ôäbáŽïÝ@ õb �ŽîŠbq@ õòìòŠò†@ ìòìòìbä@ ôäbØóšìbä@ ìì†Šóè@ üi@ a†ìa(Šü @ o’óè@ çaíŽïä@ óÜ@ ìíäb‚@ Žõ‹Ø@ óÜ@ óïnî‹i@ L@ üi@ bèòìŠóè3210@

ŽïÝ@õŠb’@õòìòŠò†óÜ@çbîi@çìbîˆ@a‡ïäbá@ôŽïqó
@òì@æäbîü‚@õìíäb‚@ôäòìb‚@çìbîˆ@a‡ïäbáŽïÝ@õŠb’@ìbäóÜ@õóäbäa�Žï‚@ìó÷@õ

@ çaíŽïäóÜ@ çbîìíäb‚@ Žõ‹Ø@ çìbîˆ@ ôäbáŽïÝ@ õŠb’@ õòìòŠò†óÜ@ õóäbäa�Žï‚@ ìó÷@ õI201000M400000@ H@Šbåî†
ÛaŠü‚@üi@çbîóäb�äbà@ôuŠó‚@õóiŠûŒ@çìbîˆ@a‡ïäbáŽïÝ@õŠb’@ìbäóÜ@õóäbäa�Žï‚@ìó÷@a‡’óäbà@óØ@òìíi@@çaíŽïä@óÜ

225000H@LŠbåî†@@çaíŽïäóÜ@ ç‡åŽîí‚@ üi
150000H@Šbåî†@@òìóånaí @ õŠaŒí�móà�‚@ üi@ òì

@ôäbáŽïÝ@ õŠb’@ õòìòŠò†@ óÜ@ õóäbäa�Žï‚@ ìó÷@ õóäb�äbà@ôuŠó‚@õóiŠûŒ@ a‡ÙŽïmbØóÜ
@çaíŽïäóÜ@ÃŠóiíÝI151000@M200000H@@LŠbåî†@

I76000M100000H@Šbåî†@@ç†Šaí‚@üi@ òì
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وجدت الدراسة أن. أو الريفداخل المدن ا/سرة الشھرية وفقاً للعائ?ت التي تعيش في 
في محافظة السليمانية ، أيضًا من  داخل المدن بين ثمانية متغيرات لكل من المناطق الريفية و

يعيشون في المناطق الريفية في محافظة السليمانية وفقا ) 1131(٪  33.3يعيشون في مدينة السليماني ، و 
من العائ?ت التي كانت تعيش في السليمانية إيجارھا السكني ) 1963(٪  64.4لمتغير تأجير المساكن ، في حين أن 

في مدينة السليمانية سكنھم الكلداخل المدن من ا/سر التي تعيش في ) 
على الرغم من أن معظم نفقات ا/سر التي تعيش في مدينة السليمانية على الغذاء تراوحت

، يخدم التعليم دينار )225000 - 101000(، ا/سرة دينار
300000 - 251000(، ويخدم النقل دينار )150000 - 101000

101000(العائ?ت الذين يعيشون في المناطق الريفية في مدينة السليماني للنقل يخدم 

، والمجال الصحي دينار) 225000 - 151000(، والتعليم دينار
  .دينار )750000

 ا�حصائية ة، النمذجCARTالنماذج  ، 
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ا/سرة الشھرية وفقاً للعائ?ت التي تعيش في 
بين ثمانية متغيرات لكل من المناطق الريفية و

يعيشون في مدينة السليماني ، و ) 2270(
لمتغير تأجير المساكن ، في حين أن 

) 307(٪  87.0صفر ، و 

على الرغم من أن معظم نفقات ا/سر التي تعيش في مدينة السليمانية على الغذاء تراوحت. دينار )400000
دينار )600000 - 151000(

101000(المجال الصحي 

العائ?ت الذين يعيشون في المناطق الريفية في مدينة السليماني للنقل يخدم 
دينار) 200000 - 151000(

750000 - 600000(والغذاء 

، لتصنيفا -����� ا�	���ت

ón‚íq 
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1.1 Introduc�on 

       Economic Expenditures have a big effect on family economics, and these 

changes of society economics, for example, permanent diseases effect on family 

expenditure such as arthritis 

family’s economical state 
[

expenditures 
[8]

. Many times increasing expenditure results in poverty, which endangers 

family health and wellbeing; 

poor family’s health, which is to increase the burden on systems of healt

While limited expenditure decreases a part of long drawn expenditures, 

attached buildings to be decreasing household energy expenditure 

classifying and organizing monthly family expenditure req

academic method, one verified model is 

for this purpose. CART model 

psychological, and social sciences 

partitioning, which builds classification and regression trees for predicting continuous 

categorical  explanatory  variables (classification) and 

dependent variables (regression) 

dataset by using all explanatory variables to construct two child nodes repeatedly, and the 

finally to produce homogeneous subsets of the dataset with respect to the target variable 
[18]

. So that the aim behind this 

their location of living in and outside 

 1.2 Research Ques�on 

        To classify family’s monthly expenditure between urban and r

Governorate, this study has formulated the following set of questions: 

1. What is the extent of the family’s monthly expenditure between Urban and Rural Area?

2. What are the major factors that affect classify the family’s monthly expendi

between Urban and Rural Area?

3. How can classify the family’s monthly expenditure between Urban and Rural Area? 

1.3 Objec�ve of the Study 

       The main objectives of this study are:

1. To classify family’s monthly expenditures of Urban and Rural Area i

Governorate. 

2. To examine the major factors that affect classify the family’s monthly expenditure 

between Urban and Rural Area.
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Economic Expenditures have a big effect on family economics, and these 

changes of society economics, for example, permanent diseases effect on family 

 of rheumatoid, which in return will be a heavy burden on 
20]. In addition, restaurants increase a part of f

. Many times increasing expenditure results in poverty, which endangers 

family health and wellbeing; these conditions could result in a gradual deterioration of 

poor family’s health, which is to increase the burden on systems of healt

While limited expenditure decreases a part of long drawn expenditures, 

attached buildings to be decreasing household energy expenditure [24

classifying and organizing monthly family expenditure requires performing a scientific and 

academic method, one verified model is classification regression tree 

 are widely used, e.g., in biomedical, educational, behavioral, 

hological, and social sciences [3, 31, 16, 19]. CART model is a recursive method

partitioning, which builds classification and regression trees for predicting continuous 

variables (classification) and either continuous

ression) [10]. The CART is made through splitting subsets of the 

dataset by using all explanatory variables to construct two child nodes repeatedly, and the 

finally to produce homogeneous subsets of the dataset with respect to the target variable 

that the aim behind this work is to classify family monthly expenditure according to 

their location of living in and outside Sulaimani city; via using CART model.

’s monthly expenditure between urban and rural Area in 

Governorate, this study has formulated the following set of questions: 

What is the extent of the family’s monthly expenditure between Urban and Rural Area?

What are the major factors that affect classify the family’s monthly expendi

between Urban and Rural Area? 

How can classify the family’s monthly expenditure between Urban and Rural Area? 

 

The main objectives of this study are: 

To classify family’s monthly expenditures of Urban and Rural Area i

To examine the major factors that affect classify the family’s monthly expenditure 

between Urban and Rural Area. 
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Economic Expenditures have a big effect on family economics, and these effects make 

changes of society economics, for example, permanent diseases effect on family 

rheumatoid, which in return will be a heavy burden on 

In addition, restaurants increase a part of family 

. Many times increasing expenditure results in poverty, which endangers 

these conditions could result in a gradual deterioration of 

poor family’s health, which is to increase the burden on systems of health in the future [26]. 

While limited expenditure decreases a part of long drawn expenditures, such as newer of 
24]. For these reasons 

uires performing a scientific and 

classification regression tree (CART) that is used 

are widely used, e.g., in biomedical, educational, behavioral, 

is a recursive method of 

partitioning, which builds classification and regression trees for predicting continuous or 

continuous nor category 

through splitting subsets of the 

dataset by using all explanatory variables to construct two child nodes repeatedly, and the 

finally to produce homogeneous subsets of the dataset with respect to the target variable 

is to classify family monthly expenditure according to 

city; via using CART model.  

ural Area in Sulaimani 

Governorate, this study has formulated the following set of questions:  

What is the extent of the family’s monthly expenditure between Urban and Rural Area? 

What are the major factors that affect classify the family’s monthly expenditure 

How can classify the family’s monthly expenditure between Urban and Rural Area?  

To classify family’s monthly expenditures of Urban and Rural Area in Sulaimani 

To examine the major factors that affect classify the family’s monthly expenditure 
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1.4 Hypothesis of the Study

        The following hypotheses have been empirically tested to answer the research  

questions: 

��: Family expenditures of Urban and Rural Area in 

classification.  

��: Family expenditures of Urban and Rural Area in 

classification. 

 

1.5 Literature Review 

           Bae H., Olson B. H., Hsu K. & Sorooshian S

by using CART model for beach closure management. 

that the all bacteria explained 

each of them, the dissolved oxygen 

fecal coliform. RMSE between 5 and 6.5%

predict a continuous response

found that CART were predict the survival of AIDS 

depend on selected response 

Operating Characteristics (ROC)

tree with binary regression. The resulting CART tree takes into account which input 

quantities influence the formation of classification groups and in what manner

Pouliakis A., et al, they evaluated 

cervical intraepithelial neoplastic (CIN)

build a tree with inadequate cytological cases outcome and 

accuracy of ancillary techniques

test involved in this study [22

probabilities of influenza. They concluded

sensitivity and NPV, while it had

Also, Cheng Z. MD MPH, et al,

a CART prediction model for weight loss (WL) in

cancer (HNC) with radiaLon therapy (RT). Among 391 paLents idenLfied, weight loss 

explanatory s during radiation therapy 

diseases diagnosis; with some other factors,

distance were significant predictive factors. The 

EOT was 0.773 and 0.821, respecLvely

multiple linear regression (MLR) for predicting

hazards according to AD events 

showed that the CART method
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1.4 Hypothesis of the Study 

The following hypotheses have been empirically tested to answer the research  

Family expenditures of Urban and Rural Area in Sulaimani city have not a similar 

Family expenditures of Urban and Rural Area in Sulaimani 

Olson B. H., Hsu K. & Sorooshian S., they predict for bacterial concentrations

for beach closure management. The results of their study showed 

 a different tree while there are some significant variables 

dissolved oxygen variable had an important effect

between 5 and 6.5% 
[2]

. Abdul Kareem S., et al. used CART model 

response variables and categorical or explanatory 

found that CART were predict the survival of AIDS by accuracy model between

 variables, and they proved their result with a high

Operating Characteristics (ROC) 
[1]

. Iliev I. P., et al, used the CART method to 

binary regression. The resulting CART tree takes into account which input 

quantities influence the formation of classification groups and in what manner

evaluated CART model for triage rules production and estimate 

cervical intraepithelial neoplastic (CIN) risk in cases with ASCUS+ in cytology. The CART 

inadequate cytological cases outcome and there are a high 

of ancillary techniques. The CART performance was better than any other sing
22]

. Zimmerman R. K., et al, used CART

probabilities of influenza. They concluded that the CART of their study had

while it had low PPV for detecting influenza 
[34]

.  

et al, explored whether a knowledge–discovery approach building 

prediction model for weight loss (WL) in the patient treatment of 

cancer (HNC) with radiaLon therapy (RT). Among 391 paLents idenLfied, weight loss 

s during radiation therapy planning were international c

with some other factors, and low-dose planning targ

distance were significant predictive factors. The ROC curve from their results 

EOT was 0.773 and 0.821, respecLvely 
[5]

. And Yoo K., et al, applied a 

(MLR) for predicting of potential urban airborne bacterial 

AD events by using met genomic analysis and real

method had more successfully predicted potential airborne 
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The following hypotheses have been empirically tested to answer the research   

city have not a similar 

 city have a similar 

bacterial concentrations 

The results of their study showed 

significant variables for 

effect for both total and 

. used CART model to 

explanatory variables. They 

model between 60-93% 

and they proved their result with a high Receiver 

RT method to construct a 

binary regression. The resulting CART tree takes into account which input 

quantities influence the formation of classification groups and in what manner 
[14]

. 

s production and estimate of 

risk in cases with ASCUS+ in cytology. The CART 

there are a high diagnostic 

performance was better than any other single 

 model to estimate 

of their study had a high 

discovery approach building 

treatment of head and neck 

cancer (HNC) with radiaLon therapy (RT). Among 391 paLents idenLfied, weight loss  

planning were international classification of 

dose planning target volume–larynx 

from their results during RT and 

applied a CART model with 

al urban airborne bacterial 

using met genomic analysis and real-time qPCR. They 

more successfully predicted potential airborne 
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bacterial hazards with a high determination coefficient (

RMSE and MAE when comparing with

 

2.  Materials and Methods 

2.1 Classifica�on and regression tree (CART)

       The CART model is a method of 

both scale and categorical variables into analysis. Moreover. In a classification 

are given a set of data of training 

distinguished variable called the response variable and the remaining variabl

referred to as the independent

construct the models which will use the 

the dependent variable in the method of non

is a process of partitioning method of 

specific splitting. The CART procedure is used an intensive algorithm which is searches to 

the best split between all possible split points for each i

produce classification or regression model

split criteria to evaluate the reduction in “impurity” 

partitioning and then all splits are ordered

where the field is missing for the best split

as the alternative split. The graphical output of the CART analysis resembles an inverted 

tree with internal and terminal nodes

      In the extreme, one may grow a tree so large that each terminal node contains only one 

entry. Like a perfectly tree may classify the training data, while will most likely occur big 

errors in the testing data and predictions,

makes a procedure of pruning

is grown or cross-validation to 

optimal tree which is used to prediction. In the optimal tree, each terminal node is 

correlated with a set of “rules” 

the formation of that specific node. The rules are important 

for predicting the dependent 

about the relationship between the 

interactions among the independents 

 

2.2 Development and test of CART

      The CART is one of the tree

models. Fig. 1 explains the development and test

data recursive splits into a set of subgroups representing categorical variables. The 

example of Fig. 1 explains the

and “Poor” through internal nodes in diamond shape having splitting variables, 
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bacterial hazards with a high determination coefficient (��) and small bias, with the lower 

MAE when comparing with the MLR method 
[32]

.  

 

and regression tree (CART) 

method of non-parametric statistical approach

iables into analysis. Moreover. In a classification 

data of training data. Each entry has a variables number. There is one 

distinguished variable called the response variable and the remaining variabl

independent variables. The main goal of using 

will use the independent variables for predict

riable in the method of non-parametric 
[17]. Although

method of binary recursive data set depend
The CART procedure is used an intensive algorithm which is searches to 

the best split between all possible split points for each independent variable in order to 
ssification or regression model. To select the best split, can be use 

split criteria to evaluate the reduction in “impurity” was achieved by the 
then all splits are ordered based on their impurity reduction

for the best split, the next best split will be used, which is 
. The graphical output of the CART analysis resembles an inverted 

inal nodes [7, 17]. 
In the extreme, one may grow a tree so large that each terminal node contains only one 

Like a perfectly tree may classify the training data, while will most likely occur big 
sting data and predictions, which is referred to as “over fitting”

pruning-tree by means of either a testing data set after a large tree 
o avoid over fitting. With the pruning, the analysis 

d to prediction. In the optimal tree, each terminal node is 
with a set of “rules” which deal with a sequence of splitting criteria that 

the formation of that specific node. The rules are important because;
 variable value. Second, they contain a wealth of information 

about the relationship between the dependent and the independent

independents [17].  

Development and test of CART 

The CART is one of the tree-based classification models that are the non

the development and test of CART procedure

recursive splits into a set of subgroups representing categorical variables. The 

the datasets can be split into two subgroups 

and “Poor” through internal nodes in diamond shape having splitting variables, 
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d small bias, with the lower 

approach that can merge 
iables into analysis. Moreover. In a classification problem, we 

number. There is one 
distinguished variable called the response variable and the remaining variables are 

 CART analysis is to 
predicting the values of 

Although, the CART analysis 
depend on a criterion of 

The CART procedure is used an intensive algorithm which is searches to 
ndependent variable in order to 

can be use goodness-of-
achieved by the optimal 

sed on their impurity reduction. However, 
, the next best split will be used, which is termed 

. The graphical output of the CART analysis resembles an inverted 

In the extreme, one may grow a tree so large that each terminal node contains only one 
Like a perfectly tree may classify the training data, while will most likely occur big 

which is referred to as “over fitting”. CART 
tree by means of either a testing data set after a large tree 

. With the pruning, the analysis goes to an 
d to prediction. In the optimal tree, each terminal node is 

a sequence of splitting criteria that goes to 
because; first, they are used 

. Second, they contain a wealth of information 
independent variables and the 

based classification models that are the non-parametric 

procedure, which consists of 

recursive splits into a set of subgroups representing categorical variables. The 

into two subgroups which are “Good” 

and “Poor” through internal nodes in diamond shape having splitting variables, A, B, C, D 
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and split points, a, b, c, d . The terminal node in rectangular shape represe

In the CART, the splitting variables and the split points for each step are 

the process of training, and using the Gini index 

��	� 
 � ����1
�

���
Where ˆmk p is the proportion of subgroups 

when the particular subgroup proportion is large, the splitting variable and point showing 

Gini index with lowest value were 

was fully grown 
[27]. 

Figure1.  CART Development and test Procedure

2.3 CART building  
      The process of tree building begins by splitting the root node into two child nodes. 

CART finds the best split by considering all probable splits for each 

variable. The best split is obtained when the function

between the parent node and two child nodes. In CART, coefficient 

measure the “purity”, and can be defined as equaLon (2)

��
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. The terminal node in rectangular shape represe

In the CART, the splitting variables and the split points for each step are 

using the Gini index to conduct this process as given 

�1 � ����                                                    … …

is the proportion of subgroups k in the node m. The Gini index decreases 

hen the particular subgroup proportion is large, the splitting variable and point showing 

were chosen. The chosen split were continued un

CART Development and test Procedure

The process of tree building begins by splitting the root node into two child nodes. 

y considering all probable splits for each response

variable. The best split is obtained when the function of impurity is minimized, which exists 

between the parent node and two child nodes. In CART, coefficient 

can be defined as equaLon (2):  

��� 
 1 � � ��
�

���
��|�� … … . . �2� 
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. The terminal node in rectangular shape represents subgroups. 

In the CART, the splitting variables and the split points for each step are selected through 

this process as given in Eq. (1): 

… … �1� 

he Gini index decreases 

hen the particular subgroup proportion is large, the splitting variable and point showing 

split were continued until the tree 

 
CART Development and test Procedure 

The process of tree building begins by splitting the root node into two child nodes. 

response or explanatory 

is minimized, which exists 

between the parent node and two child nodes. In CART, coefficient of Gini is used to 
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Where �, # and � are the node, the categories

probability when the sample output variables take the 

reaches its minimum (zero) when all cases in the node fall into a single target category.

CART uses coefficient of Gini algorithm 

mathematically defined by:    

∆���� 

where ���� and % are the coefficient of

before grouping, ���&�, %&, 

sample size of right sub tree, the Gini

after grouping. Can be obtain the 

fastest by repeating the method. In the regression tree (continuous 

strategy of selecting the grouping variable 

and the main difference is variance as the measure indicator for output variable 

heterogeneity. Its mathematical definition is:

'��� 
 %
Where �, %, )*��� and )+��� are the node, the sample size for the node t, the output in a 

variable's value for �, and the average of the output variables for the node 

the measure of heterogeneity decreasing is variance reduction, its mathematical 

is: 

∆'��� 
 '�
where '��� and N are the variance of output variable and sample size before grouping, 

'��,�, %,, '��-� and %.  are respectively the variance and sample size of right subtree

variances and the sample size of the left sub tree after grouping. To achieve maximum of 

 ∆'��� variable should be the best grouping variable. The method for determining the best 

point of division is the same as the classification tree

2.4 CART Pruning  

    Due to the completion tree on the training samples feature is described too accurate, it 

loses general representation and cannot be used in the classifica

data, which is called over-fitting. 

the same time the accuracy of tree decision 

CART uses the method of minimum cost complexity pruning as pruning algorithm, 

an inspection and distinct process

current decision tree for the sample

tree with the balance of complexity and error rate. This method relies on a complexity 
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are the node, the categories number in the variables

probability when the sample output variables take the j of probability for the node t. It 

reaches its minimum (zero) when all cases in the node fall into a single target category.

algorithm to reduction measure of the heterogeneity, and 

 

� � 
 ���� �  %,
%  ���,� �  %.

%  ���-� … … . �3� 

are the coefficient of Gini to the variables output and sample size 

, ���-� and %- are respectively the coefficient 

sample size of right sub tree, the Gini coefficient and the sample size of the left sub tree 

be obtain the division point whose decreasing 

fastest by repeating the method. In the regression tree (continuous 

ping variable (optimal) is the same as the classification tree, 

and the main difference is variance as the measure indicator for output variable 

heterogeneity. Its mathematical definition is: 

1
% � 1 ��)*��� � )+�����

0

*��
    … … … … �4� 

+ are the node, the sample size for the node t, the output in a 

, and the average of the output variables for the node 

the measure of heterogeneity decreasing is variance reduction, its mathematical 

��� � %,
%  '��,� � %.

%  '��-�      … … … … �5
and N are the variance of output variable and sample size before grouping, 

are respectively the variance and sample size of right subtree

variances and the sample size of the left sub tree after grouping. To achieve maximum of 

variable should be the best grouping variable. The method for determining the best 

point of division is the same as the classification tree 
[33]. 

tree on the training samples feature is described too accurate, it 

loses general representation and cannot be used in the classification or prediction of new 

fitting. To solve this problem can be use pruning technique

of tree decision increases by 25%. 

minimum cost complexity pruning as pruning algorithm, 

and distinct process, also can be calculate the accuracy pre

sample of test in the process of pruning; finally get an optimal 

tree with the balance of complexity and error rate. This method relies on a complexity 
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variables output, and the 

lity for the node t. It 

reaches its minimum (zero) when all cases in the node fall into a single target category. 

of the heterogeneity, and it’s 

 

variables output and sample size 

are respectively the coefficient of Gini and 

coefficient and the sample size of the left sub tree 

division point whose decreasing the heterogeneity 

fastest by repeating the method. In the regression tree (continuous response variable), 

is the same as the classification tree, 

and the main difference is variance as the measure indicator for output variable 

 

are the node, the sample size for the node t, the output in a 

, and the average of the output variables for the node �. Therefore, 

the measure of heterogeneity decreasing is variance reduction, its mathematical definition 

5� 

and N are the variance of output variable and sample size before grouping, 

are respectively the variance and sample size of right subtree, the 

variances and the sample size of the left sub tree after grouping. To achieve maximum of 

variable should be the best grouping variable. The method for determining the best 

tree on the training samples feature is described too accurate, it 

tion or prediction of new 

runing technique, at 

minimum cost complexity pruning as pruning algorithm, that is 

the accuracy prediction of the 

n the process of pruning; finally get an optimal 

tree with the balance of complexity and error rate. This method relies on a complexity 
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parameter, denoted as 3, which is gradually increased duri

error of decision tree is referred

be expressed as:  

'4�5� 

where R(T), 6576and  3 are classification error on testing sample set, the number of leaf 

nodes, and the complexity for each increasing of the leaf node, respectively

 

2.5 Determine Optimal Tree

        The maximum tree will always fit the learning dataset with 

other tree. The performance of the 

the “substitution cost again”, 

on an independent set of data obtained from a 

the maximum tree fits properties and noise in the learning dataset, which are not probably 

occur with the same pattern in a different set of data. 

tree, defined with respect to expected per

find the correct complexity parameter a so that the information in the learning data

fit but not over fit. In general, finding this value for 

this requirement can be avoided using the

right shows the relationship between tree 

nodes, and the decision cost 

dataset. The nodes increases numerally, the cost of

data. This corresponds to the fact that the maximum tree 

to the learning dataset. In contrast, the expected cost for an independent dataset 

minimum, and then increases

over fitted and overly complex tree will not

 

2.5.1 Cross Validation 

    Cross validation methods in CART are used to 

run. The procedure of cross validation is based on optimal proportion between the 

complexity of the tree and misclassification cost. With the increase in size of the tree, 

misclassification error is decreasing and i

equal to zero. 

Letting '�5� be the resubstitution estimate of the misclassification rate of a tree, 

|5| be the number of terminal nodes of the tree, for each 

measure, '4�5�, for a tree, T , is given by 

'4�5�
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, which is gradually increased during the pruning process. The 

referred as the cost, and the complexity of the decision tree T can 

� � 
 '�5� 8 3 6576                    … … … … �6� 

are classification error on testing sample set, the number of leaf 

nodes, and the complexity for each increasing of the leaf node, respectively

Optimal Tree  

tree will always fit the learning dataset with good accuracy than any 

The performance of the maximum tree on the original learning dataset, termed 

again”, generally greatly overestimates the performance of the tree 

ent set of data obtained from a similar population. This happen because 

the maximum tree fits properties and noise in the learning dataset, which are not probably 

occur with the same pattern in a different set of data. The goal in selecting the optimal 

tree, defined with respect to expected performance on an independent set of data, is 

find the correct complexity parameter a so that the information in the learning data

general, finding this value for require an independent set of data, but 

e avoided using the technique of cross validation. 

relationship between tree complexity, reflected by the nu

decision cost for an independent test dataset and the or

es increases numerally, the cost of decision decreases 

ds to the fact that the maximum tree will always 

dataset. In contrast, the expected cost for an independent dataset 

minimum, and then increases as the complexity increases. This reflects the fact that an 

fitted and overly complex tree will not perform well on a new set of data

Cross validation methods in CART are used to determine the optimal tree size for each 

run. The procedure of cross validation is based on optimal proportion between the 

complexity of the tree and misclassification cost. With the increase in size of the tree, 

misclassification error is decreasing and in case of maximum tree, misclassification error is 

be the resubstitution estimate of the misclassification rate of a tree, 

be the number of terminal nodes of the tree, for each 3 : 0 the cost

, for a tree, T , is given by  

� � 
  '�5� 8  α|5|             … … … … �7� 
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ng the pruning process. The 

as the cost, and the complexity of the decision tree T can 

are classification error on testing sample set, the number of leaf 

nodes, and the complexity for each increasing of the leaf node, respectively [33].  

good accuracy than any 

al learning dataset, termed 

generally greatly overestimates the performance of the tree 

This happen because 

the maximum tree fits properties and noise in the learning dataset, which are not probably 

selecting the optimal 

an independent set of data, is to 

find the correct complexity parameter a so that the information in the learning dataset is 

an independent set of data, but 

f cross validation. The figure to the 

by the number of terminal 

and the original learning 

decreases for the learning 

will always produce the best fit 

dataset. In contrast, the expected cost for an independent dataset goes to a 

as the complexity increases. This reflects the fact that an 

perform well on a new set of data [23]. 

determine the optimal tree size for each 

run. The procedure of cross validation is based on optimal proportion between the 

complexity of the tree and misclassification cost. With the increase in size of the tree, 

n case of maximum tree, misclassification error is 

be the resubstitution estimate of the misclassification rate of a tree, 5 and 

the cost–complexity 
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Here, |5| is a measure of tree complexity, and 

the contribution to the measure for each terminal node. To minimize this measure, for 

small values of 3, trees having a large number of nodes, and a low re

of misclassification rate, will be favored. For large enough values of

minimize the measure. CART proceeds by dividing the learning sample into 10 nearly equal 

parts; each contains a similar distribution of the target variable. CART takes 

which are first nine parts, then builds

data to estimate the error rate of selected sub

on another 9/10 of the data while using a different 1/10 part as the test sample. The 

process continues until each part

sample. The results of the 10 mini

each possible size. The default method in CART is 10

attempt is made to keep the same class frequencies in each fold, and each fold is stratified 

by the outcome variable of interest. This ensures that a similar distribution of outcome is 

present in each of the k subset of data

the sequence of complexity parameters, obtain the optimal subtree, 

corresponding to 3#. Then, one would have a sequence of the optimal sub tree of

that is 5�>��,�, 5�>��,�>�, … , 5�>
Thus, the final cross validation estimate, 

'?@�5�>��,�� over � 
 1, 2, … , 10
'AB�54�� 
 '?@�5�>��,��

 

2.5.2 Standard Error of R
cv 

The sub-tree corresponding to the smallest R

issues that arise when dealing with the cross

validation estimates generally have 

generator used to separate the dataset into k test sets

the “right-sized” tree with the minimum CV co

close to the minimum. Breiman

the “right-sized” tree with the smallest sized (least complex) tree whose CV c

differ appreciably from the minimum CV cost. Breiman proposed a revised strategy to 

select the final tree, which takes into 

estimates, the so called “1 SE rule”. 
the minimum, Breiman suggests to choose as the 
whose CV cost does not exceed the minimum CV cost by mo
the CV cost for the minimum CV cost tree.
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is a measure of tree complexity, and '�5� is related to misclassification cost. α

the contribution to the measure for each terminal node. To minimize this measure, for 

, trees having a large number of nodes, and a low re-substitution estimate 

of misclassification rate, will be favored. For large enough values of 3, a one node tree will 

minimize the measure. CART proceeds by dividing the learning sample into 10 nearly equal 

parts; each contains a similar distribution of the target variable. CART takes 

then builds the biggest possible tree, and uses the remaining of 

the error rate of selected sub-trees initially. The same process is repeated 

on another 9/10 of the data while using a different 1/10 part as the test sample. The 

process continues until each part of the data has been held in reserve one time as a test 

sample. The results of the 10 mini-samples are combined to form error rates for trees of 

each possible size. The default method in CART is 10-fold cross validation. Usually an 

the same class frequencies in each fold, and each fold is stratified 

by the outcome variable of interest. This ensures that a similar distribution of outcome is 

present in each of the k subset of data [25]. Taking each of 3��3�, 3�
the sequence of complexity parameters, obtain the optimal subtree, 

. Then, one would have a sequence of the optimal sub tree of

�>��,�, 5�>��,�. 

Thus, the final cross validation estimate, 'AB�54�� of '�54�� follows from averaging 

10. 

� � 8 '?@�5�>��,�� 8 ⋯ 8 '?@�5�>�D�,��
10       …

tree corresponding to the smallest Rcv (Tak ) is obviously desirable. T
when dealing with the cross-validation estimate (CV cost). The cross

dation estimates generally have substantial variability due to the random number

generator used to separate the dataset into k test sets [25]. And oftentimes, when choosing 
sized” tree with the minimum CV cost, there will be several trees 

close to the minimum. Breiman et.al make a reasonable suggestion that one should 
sized” tree with the smallest sized (least complex) tree whose CV c

from the minimum CV cost. Breiman proposed a revised strategy to 
which takes into account the standard errors of the cross validation 

tes, the so called “1 SE rule”. For making a selection of trees with CV costs close to 
he minimum, Breiman suggests to choose as the “right-sized” tree the smallest

se CV cost does not exceed the minimum CV cost by more than one standard error
CV cost tree. 
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is related to misclassification cost. α is 

the contribution to the measure for each terminal node. To minimize this measure, for 

substitution estimate 

, a one node tree will 

minimize the measure. CART proceeds by dividing the learning sample into 10 nearly equal 

parts; each contains a similar distribution of the target variable. CART takes a part of data 

possible tree, and uses the remaining of 

. The same process is repeated 

on another 9/10 of the data while using a different 1/10 part as the test sample. The 

of the data has been held in reserve one time as a test 

samples are combined to form error rates for trees of 

fold cross validation. Usually an 

the same class frequencies in each fold, and each fold is stratified 

by the outcome variable of interest. This ensures that a similar distribution of outcome is 

�>�, … , 3�, 3�� from 

the sequence of complexity parameters, obtain the optimal subtree, 5�>��,�  of 5�>��  
. Then, one would have a sequence of the optimal sub tree of 5�>��, 

follows from averaging 

… … … �8�          

) is obviously desirable. There are some 
validation estimate (CV cost). The cross-

substantial variability due to the random number 

And oftentimes, when choosing 
st, there will be several trees with CV costs 

et.al make a reasonable suggestion that one should choose 
sized” tree with the smallest sized (least complex) tree whose CV cost does not 

from the minimum CV cost. Breiman proposed a revised strategy to 
account the standard errors of the cross validation 

For making a selection of trees with CV costs close to 
sized” tree the smallest-sized tree 

than one standard error of 
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Figure2: Graphical representation of complexity parameter.

The graph above illustrates the relation between complexity parameter a

complexity (the size of tree refers to the number of the terminal nodes) to the cross 

validation estimate (x-val Relative Error). Vertical lines (error bar) represent the standard 

error around the Rcv for the different tree complexities. The ho

minimum of CV cost plus one standard error. As shown in the graph above, the CV costs, 

approach the minimum as tree size initially increases, and start to rise as tree size becomes 

very large. Note that the selected “right

curve, that is, close to the point where the initial drop on CV costs with increased tree size 

starts to level out [25]. 

 

2.6. Model assessment 

To assess performance of the models

(ROC) curve tool. The ROC curve is 

specificity as the X-axis with various cut

under the ROC curve (AUC) explains

landslide pixels. When AUC value 

AUC zero value indicates a worse

predictive capability of a model. According to 

AUC could be quantified as follows: excellent 

(0.7–0.8), average (0.6–0.7), and poor (0.5

FGGH&IG) 
 5� 8
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: Graphical representation of complexity parameter.

The graph above illustrates the relation between complexity parameter a

complexity (the size of tree refers to the number of the terminal nodes) to the cross 

val Relative Error). Vertical lines (error bar) represent the standard 

error around the Rcv for the different tree complexities. The horizontal line refers to the 

minimum of CV cost plus one standard error. As shown in the graph above, the CV costs, 

approach the minimum as tree size initially increases, and start to rise as tree size becomes 

very large. Note that the selected “right-sized” tree is close to the inflection point in the 

curve, that is, close to the point where the initial drop on CV costs with increased tree size 

To assess performance of the models, can be use the receiver oper

(ROC) curve tool. The ROC curve is built using sensitivity as the Y

axis with various cut-off points as shown equaLon (9)

explains the model capability to predict landslide and non

AUC value is equal to 1, then indicates a perfect model, while an 

worse model 
[28]

, and a higher AUC value indicates a better 

del. According to 
[29]

, correlation of predictive capability and 

AUC could be quantified as follows: excellent between (0.9–1), very good (0.8

0.7), and poor (0.5–0.6) 
[4, 6, 11, 13]
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: Graphical representation of complexity parameter. 

The graph above illustrates the relation between complexity parameter and the tree 

complexity (the size of tree refers to the number of the terminal nodes) to the cross 

val Relative Error). Vertical lines (error bar) represent the standard 

rizontal line refers to the 

minimum of CV cost plus one standard error. As shown in the graph above, the CV costs, 

approach the minimum as tree size initially increases, and start to rise as tree size becomes 

” tree is close to the inflection point in the 

curve, that is, close to the point where the initial drop on CV costs with increased tree size 

he receiver operating characteristic 

using sensitivity as the Y-axis correspond 1-

equaLon (9) 
[12]

. The area 

the model capability to predict landslide and non-

indicates a perfect model, while an 

, and a higher AUC value indicates a better 

, correlation of predictive capability and 

1), very good (0.8–0.9), good 

… … … �9� 
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Where true positive is denoted by TP

the pixels number which are correctly classified, while false positive is denoted by FP

false negative is denoted by FN, they

classified 
[9, 30]

. 

 

3. Data Analysis and Results

3.1 Data Descrip�on 

        Data were obtained from a 

4013 observation were used in the study

variables and deals with monthly 

province for year 2011. The  explanatory 

costing of food (Food) which ranged between (less than 150000 through more than 

1000000), transportaLon serves which ranged between (less than 50000 to more than 

350000), cosLng of Clothing (Clothing Cost) which ranged between (less than 50000 to 

more than 350000), health serves which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 

225000), communicaLon cost which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 

225000), educaLon cost which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 225000), 

household costing which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 225000), and 

house rental which ranged between (less than 200000 to more than 400000).

hand the target variable is Living 

Living place is classified as ‘‘urban’’, or Yi = 0 if 

 

 

3.2 CART output 

The CART method algorithm solves the classification

nonparametric solution tree technique which 

depending on whether the 

algorithm is used to build a binary solutions tree. The goal is to find 

a good distribution of the data with the 

More specifically, the aim of the 

relatively homogeneous end nodes and to 

form of a predicted value as shown i

is usually applied, since they may be sensitive with random errors in the data. This 

validation technique allows the construction of reliable models to standard regression 

models in CART. In this study we used 10% V

are divided into 10 equal subgroups randomly, each of them containing 10% of the 
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true positive is denoted by TP and true negative is denoted by 

e correctly classified, while false positive is denoted by FP

is denoted by FN, they are the pixels numbers which are incorrectly 

3. Data Analysis and Results 

Data were obtained from a Directorate of Statistics in Sulaymaniyah

used in the study. The dataset used for the analysis is contained 

and deals with monthly expenditure family in urban and rural at Sulaimani 

explanatory  variables were utilized in this study as follows: 

food (Food) which ranged between (less than 150000 through more than 

1000000), transportaLon serves which ranged between (less than 50000 to more than 

350000), cosLng of Clothing (Clothing Cost) which ranged between (less than 50000 to 

health serves which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 

225000), communicaLon cost which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 

225000), educaLon cost which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 225000), 

ged between (less than 25000 to more than 225000), and 

house rental which ranged between (less than 200000 to more than 400000).

Living place (Yi), which is consist of two level

ssified as ‘‘urban’’, or Yi = 0 if Living place designation is ‘‘rural’’.

solves the classification and regression problem 

c solution tree technique which builds classification or 

the indictor variables which are numerical. In our case. 

used to build a binary solutions tree. The goal is to find a tree which allows for 

stribution of the data with the lowest possible relative error of

of the method of regression tree is to data 

relatively homogeneous end nodes and to get a mean observed value at each node in the 

as shown in Fig.3. When building regression trees, the validation 

is usually applied, since they may be sensitive with random errors in the data. This 

validation technique allows the construction of reliable models to standard regression 

models in CART. In this study we used 10% V-fold cross-validation, which is means the data 

are divided into 10 equal subgroups randomly, each of them containing 10% of the 
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true negative is denoted by TN, TP and TN are 

e correctly classified, while false positive is denoted by FP and 

which are incorrectly 

Sulaymaniyah, Kurdistan-Iraq. 

The dataset used for the analysis is contained 23 

family in urban and rural at Sulaimani 

variables were utilized in this study as follows: 

food (Food) which ranged between (less than 150000 through more than 

1000000), transportaLon serves which ranged between (less than 50000 to more than 

350000), cosLng of Clothing (Clothing Cost) which ranged between (less than 50000 to 

health serves which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 

225000), communicaLon cost which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 

225000), educaLon cost which ranged between (less than 25000 to more than 225000), 

ged between (less than 25000 to more than 225000), and 

house rental which ranged between (less than 200000 to more than 400000). In the other 

(Yi), which is consist of two level; either Yi = 1 if 

place designation is ‘‘rural’’. 

and regression problem 
[17]

. CART is a 

builds classification or regression trees 

which are numerical. In our case. The 

a tree which allows for 

tive error of prediction 
[17]

. 

regression tree is to data distribution in 

a mean observed value at each node in the 

ilding regression trees, the validation 

is usually applied, since they may be sensitive with random errors in the data. This 

validation technique allows the construction of reliable models to standard regression 

validation, which is means the data 

are divided into 10 equal subgroups randomly, each of them containing 10% of the 
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dataset. In order to select the tree and it’s to reverse prune so as to find a tree with an 

optimal relative error for the data,

shown in Fig.3 and table 1: 

 

Figure3: Explain relationship between 

 

          Fig.3 explains the relaLonship between classificaLon error and size of the tree, that is 

labelled a relative cost curve, and it is always ranged between zero and one, zero means no 

error or perfect fit model, while one represents the performanc

this study the best tree is that with 

decreases the percentage of incorrect classification in the training sample, and obtains 

suitable performance in the validation sample, 

Table 1: RelaLve error for all possible tree (

Terminal 

Tree     Nodes 
Test Set Relative Cost

1    467 0.95730 +/

44**   22 0.77802 +/

45     20 0.79248 +/

46     19 0.79729 +/

47     16 0.79938 +/

48     14 0.80679 +/

49     13 0.81894 +/

50     12 0.82872 +/

51     11 0.83857 +/

52      8 0.82102 +/

53      6 0.83124 +/

54      5 0.81861 +/

55      4 0.81354 +/

56      3 0.87195 +/

57      2 0.90486 +/

58      1 1.00000 +/

 

          The general topological structure of the 

with 22 nodes is given in Fig. 4.
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dataset. In order to select the tree and it’s to reverse prune so as to find a tree with an 

optimal relative error for the data, we apply the standard cross-validation procedure as 

relationship between relative errors with number of nodes

Fig.3 explains the relaLonship between classificaLon error and size of the tree, that is 

labelled a relative cost curve, and it is always ranged between zero and one, zero means no 

error or perfect fit model, while one represents the performance of random guessing, in 

best tree is that with 22 nodes, and the relaLve error is (0.

decreases the percentage of incorrect classification in the training sample, and obtains 

rmance in the validation sample, the tree sequence is as shown 

Table 1: RelaLve error for all possible tree (Tree Sequence

Test Set Relative Cost 
Re-substitution 

Relative Cost 

Complexity 

Parameter

0.95730 +/- 0.04283 0.33909 

0.77802 +/- 0.04194 0.69059 

0.79248 +/- 0.04182 0.69752 

0.79729 +/- 0.04173 0.70101 

0.79938 +/- 0.04092 0.71326 

0.80679 +/- 0.04113 0.72301 

0.81894 +/- 0.04092 0.72826 

0.82872 +/- 0.04092 0.73486 

0.83857 +/- 0.04113 0.74151 

0.82102 +/- 0.03957 0.76206 

0.83124 +/- 0.04113 0.77721 

0.81861 +/- 0.03973 0.79515 

0.81354 +/- 0.03892 0.81398 

0.87195 +/- 0.04199 0.83474 

0.90486 +/- 0.02020 0.90543 

1.00000 +/- 0.00000 1 

The general topological structure of the resulting classification and regression tree 

given in Fig. 4. 

200 300 400

Number of Nodes
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dataset. In order to select the tree and it’s to reverse prune so as to find a tree with an 

validation procedure as 

 
tive errors with number of nodes 

Fig.3 explains the relaLonship between classificaLon error and size of the tree, that is 

labelled a relative cost curve, and it is always ranged between zero and one, zero means no 

e of random guessing, in 

nodes, and the relaLve error is (0.778), this tree  

decreases the percentage of incorrect classification in the training sample, and obtains 

equence is as shown in Table 1.  

Tree Sequence) 

Complexity 

Parameter 

0 

0.001602 

0.001741 

0.001758 

0.002051 

0.002447 

0.002636 

0.003309 

0.003337 

0.003435 

0.003797 

0.008983 

0.009422 

0.010392 

0.035353 

0.047295 

ssification and regression tree 

500
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Figure

 

       Regression trees are used for predicting the membership of cases in the classes of a 

categorical target variable from their measurements on one or more 

variables. The target variable, in this case, 

and takes the values of “1‟ for “family living in urban

order to predict the value of the target variable using the regression tree, the model uses 

the values of the explanatory variables to move through the tree until it reaches a terminal 

node, and then ultimately predicts the category

Figure 5: opLmal 
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Figure 4: Regression tree topology  

Regression trees are used for predicting the membership of cases in the classes of a 

variable from their measurements on one or more 

variable, in this case, is the Living place, which is a categorical variable 

‟ for “family living in urban‟ and “0‟ for “family living in rural

order to predict the value of the target variable using the regression tree, the model uses 

variables to move through the tree until it reaches a terminal 

node, and then ultimately predicts the category shown for that node as in Fig. 5 and Fig.6.

Figure 5: opLmal Regression Tree 
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Regression trees are used for predicting the membership of cases in the classes of a 

variable from their measurements on one or more  explanatory  

a categorical variable 

‟ for “family living in rural‟. In 

order to predict the value of the target variable using the regression tree, the model uses 

variables to move through the tree until it reaches a terminal 

as in Fig. 5 and Fig.6. 
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Figure 6: opLmal 

       To explore the tree, it is noted that the spli[ng criteria from node 2 is house rental 

(No) which contains a total 1963 of families live in urban, with

node 3, and 797 families into node 15, the spli[ng criteria from node 3 is household 

cosLng was ranged (101000 – 

of 607 families into node 4, and 559 families

criteria is cloth cosLng was ranged (101000 

node 7 is cloth cosLng was ranged (151000 

with a split of 161 families into node 5 and 446 families into terminal node 2. From node 5 

the spli[ng criteria is transportaLon serves was ranged (101000 

families live in urban in the node 5, with a split of 74 families into node 6 and 87 families 

into terminal node 3. From node 6 the spli[ng criteria is health cosLng was ranged 

(126000 – 150000). The total 74 families in node 6 that live in urban, with a split of 21 

families into terminal node 4, and 53 families into terminal node 5. Although the tot

families live in urban in the node 7, with a split of 115 families into node 8, and 444 

families into node 10, the spli[ng criteria from the node 8 is communicaLon cost was 

ranged (101000 – 125000). The total 115 of families live in urban, with a

into terminal node 6, and 57 families into node 9. From the node 9 the spli[ng criteria is 

health cosLng was ranged (101000 

node 9, with a split of 43 families into terminal nod

8. 

 From node 10 the spli[ng criteria is communicaLon cost was ranged (26000 

total 444 families live in urban, with a split of 157 families into node 14 and 287 families 

into node 11. From node 14 the
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Figure 6: opLmal Regression Tree 

To explore the tree, it is noted that the spli[ng criteria from node 2 is house rental 

(No) which contains a total 1963 of families live in urban, with a split of 1166 families into 

node 3, and 797 families into node 15, the spli[ng criteria from node 3 is household 

 125000). The total 1166 of families live in urban, with a split 

of 607 families into node 4, and 559 families into node 7. From the node 4 the spli[ng 

criteria is cloth cosLng was ranged (101000 – 150000), also the spli[ng criteria from the 

node 7 is cloth cosLng was ranged (151000 – 200000). the total 607 families live in urban, 

s into node 5 and 446 families into terminal node 2. From node 5 

the spli[ng criteria is transportaLon serves was ranged (101000 – 150000)

families live in urban in the node 5, with a split of 74 families into node 6 and 87 families 

terminal node 3. From node 6 the spli[ng criteria is health cosLng was ranged 

The total 74 families in node 6 that live in urban, with a split of 21 

families into terminal node 4, and 53 families into terminal node 5. Although the tot

families live in urban in the node 7, with a split of 115 families into node 8, and 444 

families into node 10, the spli[ng criteria from the node 8 is communicaLon cost was 

125000). The total 115 of families live in urban, with a

into terminal node 6, and 57 families into node 9. From the node 9 the spli[ng criteria is 

health cosLng was ranged (101000 – 150000), the total 57 families live in urban in the 

node 9, with a split of 43 families into terminal node 7 and 14 families into terminal node 

From node 10 the spli[ng criteria is communicaLon cost was ranged (26000 

total 444 families live in urban, with a split of 157 families into node 14 and 287 families 

into node 11. From node 14 the spli[ng criteria is food was ranged (451000 
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To explore the tree, it is noted that the spli[ng criteria from node 2 is house rental 

a split of 1166 families into 

node 3, and 797 families into node 15, the spli[ng criteria from node 3 is household 

125000). The total 1166 of families live in urban, with a split 

into node 7. From the node 4 the spli[ng 

150000), also the spli[ng criteria from the 

the total 607 families live in urban, 

s into node 5 and 446 families into terminal node 2. From node 5 

150000). the total 161 

families live in urban in the node 5, with a split of 74 families into node 6 and 87 families 

terminal node 3. From node 6 the spli[ng criteria is health cosLng was ranged 

The total 74 families in node 6 that live in urban, with a split of 21 

families into terminal node 4, and 53 families into terminal node 5. Although the total 559 

families live in urban in the node 7, with a split of 115 families into node 8, and 444 

families into node 10, the spli[ng criteria from the node 8 is communicaLon cost was 

125000). The total 115 of families live in urban, with a split of 58 families 

into terminal node 6, and 57 families into node 9. From the node 9 the spli[ng criteria is 

150000), the total 57 families live in urban in the 

e 7 and 14 families into terminal node 

From node 10 the spli[ng criteria is communicaLon cost was ranged (26000 – 50000), the 

total 444 families live in urban, with a split of 157 families into node 14 and 287 families 

spli[ng criteria is food was ranged (451000 – 600000), 
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with a split of 26 families into terminal node 13, and 131 families into terminal node 14. In 

addiLon the total 287 families live in urban in the node 11, with a split of 272 families into 

node 12, and 15 families into terminal node 12, the spli[ng criteria from the node 12 is 

health cost was ranged (101000 

split of 147 families into terminal node 9, and 125 families into node 13, where th

spli[ng criteria for the same node (13) is household cosLng was ranged (126000 

150000), the total 125 families live in urban in the node 13, with a split of 34 families into 

terminal node 10 and 91 families into terminal node 11. Next the spli[ng 

node 15 is household cosLng was ranged (151000 

in urban, with a split of 119 families into node 16, and 678 families into node 17. From the 

node 16 the spli[ng criteria is educaLon cost was ra

terminal node which are terminal node 15 with 104 families and 15 families in to the 

terminal node 16, also the spli[ng criteria from the node 17 is educaLon cost was ranged 

(101000 – 125000). the total 678 families 

node 18 and 149 families into terminal node 22. From node 18 the spli[ng criteria is 

transportaLon serves was ranged (201000 

with a split of 217 families into node 19 and 312 families into node 20. From node 19 the 

spli[ng criteria is health cosLng was ranged (101000 

node which are  terminal node 17 with 84 families and 133 families into terminal node 18, 

while the total 312 families live in urban, with a split of 123 families into node 21 and 189 

families into terminal node 21. From node 21 the spli[ng criteria is cloth cosLng was 

ranged (101000 – 150000) is split into two terminal node which are terminal node 19 wi

96 families and 27 families into terminal node 20

 

3.3 Model assessment 

         The proposed model shows excellent performance with a test value of the ROC of 

0.68 and train value of ROC is 0.

indicating better performance as shown in 

59.61%, and the percent of error misclassification rate of class urban 

accuracy is of 66.93%, and the percent of error misclassificaLon rate of cl

35.9%, while the raLo of correct classificaLon 62.5% and 64.01% for tesLng

data respectively as in Table 2.

the model described the data well. On the other hand, ROC 

cross validation was reassuring in prediction on future similar sample
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with a split of 26 families into terminal node 13, and 131 families into terminal node 14. In 

addiLon the total 287 families live in urban in the node 11, with a split of 272 families into 

and 15 families into terminal node 12, the spli[ng criteria from the node 12 is 

health cost was ranged (101000 – 125000). The total 272 of families live in urban, with a 

split of 147 families into terminal node 9, and 125 families into node 13, where th

spli[ng criteria for the same node (13) is household cosLng was ranged (126000 

150000), the total 125 families live in urban in the node 13, with a split of 34 families into 

terminal node 10 and 91 families into terminal node 11. Next the spli[ng 

node 15 is household cosLng was ranged (151000 – 225000). The total 797 of families live 

in urban, with a split of 119 families into node 16, and 678 families into node 17. From the 

node 16 the spli[ng criteria is educaLon cost was ranged (26000 – 50000) is split to two 

terminal node which are terminal node 15 with 104 families and 15 families in to the 

terminal node 16, also the spli[ng criteria from the node 17 is educaLon cost was ranged 

the total 678 families live in urban, with a split of 529 families into 

node 18 and 149 families into terminal node 22. From node 18 the spli[ng criteria is 

transportaLon serves was ranged (201000 – 250000). the total 529 families live in urban, 

nto node 19 and 312 families into node 20. From node 19 the 

spli[ng criteria is health cosLng was ranged (101000 – 125000) is split into two terminal 

node which are  terminal node 17 with 84 families and 133 families into terminal node 18, 

al 312 families live in urban, with a split of 123 families into node 21 and 189 

families into terminal node 21. From node 21 the spli[ng criteria is cloth cosLng was 

150000) is split into two terminal node which are terminal node 19 wi

96 families and 27 families into terminal node 20. 

The proposed model shows excellent performance with a test value of the ROC of 

and train value of ROC is 0.70. ROC can range between 0 and 1 with higher values 

ting better performance as shown in Table 2 and Fig.7, for this tree, a test accuracy is 

%, and the percent of error misclassification rate of class urban 

accuracy is of 66.93%, and the percent of error misclassificaLon rate of cl

35.9%, while the raLo of correct classificaLon 62.5% and 64.01% for tesLng

in Table 2. 
[21]

 The ROC score for each train sample was indicating that 

the model described the data well. On the other hand, ROC scores on test sa

reassuring in prediction on future similar sample 
[21
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with a split of 26 families into terminal node 13, and 131 families into terminal node 14. In 

addiLon the total 287 families live in urban in the node 11, with a split of 272 families into 

and 15 families into terminal node 12, the spli[ng criteria from the node 12 is 

125000). The total 272 of families live in urban, with a 

split of 147 families into terminal node 9, and 125 families into node 13, where the 

spli[ng criteria for the same node (13) is household cosLng was ranged (126000 – 

150000), the total 125 families live in urban in the node 13, with a split of 34 families into 

terminal node 10 and 91 families into terminal node 11. Next the spli[ng criteria from the 

225000). The total 797 of families live 

in urban, with a split of 119 families into node 16, and 678 families into node 17. From the 

50000) is split to two 

terminal node which are terminal node 15 with 104 families and 15 families in to the 

terminal node 16, also the spli[ng criteria from the node 17 is educaLon cost was ranged 

live in urban, with a split of 529 families into 

node 18 and 149 families into terminal node 22. From node 18 the spli[ng criteria is 

the total 529 families live in urban, 

nto node 19 and 312 families into node 20. From node 19 the 

125000) is split into two terminal 

node which are  terminal node 17 with 84 families and 133 families into terminal node 18, 

al 312 families live in urban, with a split of 123 families into node 21 and 189 

families into terminal node 21. From node 21 the spli[ng criteria is cloth cosLng was 

150000) is split into two terminal node which are terminal node 19 with 

The proposed model shows excellent performance with a test value of the ROC of 

. ROC can range between 0 and 1 with higher values 

this tree, a test accuracy is 

%, and the percent of error misclassification rate of class urban is 37.4%, the train 

accuracy is of 66.93%, and the percent of error misclassificaLon rate of class urban is 

35.9%, while the raLo of correct classificaLon 62.5% and 64.01% for tesLng and training 

The ROC score for each train sample was indicating that 

scores on test samples after 
21]

. 
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Table 2: PredicLon Success 

Actual Class 
Total  Class

Train Test

Urban 2,270 409

Rural 1,131 203

Total: 3,401 612

Average:  

Overall % Correct:  

Specificity  

Sensitivity/Recall  

Precision  

ROC  

Figure 7: ROC curve Result for train and test data for 23 Nodes

3.4 Variables important 

       The general criterion for 

point value is the minimum deviation from all possible 

Defining a given node as a terminal one 

preset criterion for the minimum number of observations or
[15]. In this study can be determine the relative importa

construction of the tree, which is given as 

(94.19%), education coast (84.28
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Table 2: PredicLon Success – Test and Train 

Total  Class Percent Correct 

Predicted Classes

Urban 

N = 1827 N = 338 N = 

Test Train Test Train Test Train

409 64.01% 62.59% 1,453 256 817

203 66.93% 59.61% 374 82 757

612    

 65.47% 61.10%  

 64.98% 61.60%  

 66.93% 59.61%  

 64.01% 62.59%  

 79.53% 75.74%  

 70.93% 68.54%  
 
 

 

7: ROC curve Result for train and test data for 23 Nodes

The general criterion for selecting the explanatory variable at each node and its 

value is the minimum deviation from all possible explanatory s and threshold

Defining a given node as a terminal one based on the minimum error achieved as per a 

preset criterion for the minimum number of observations or some other type of restriction 

In this study can be determine the relative importance of each var

construction of the tree, which is given as house rental (100.00%), 

84.28%), health cost (63.26%), cloth cosLng (57.27%)
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145 

Predicted Classes 

Rural 

N = 1574 N = 274 

Train Test 

817 153 

757 121 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7: ROC curve Result for train and test data for 23 Nodes 

variable at each node and its cut 

s and threshold values. 

on the minimum error achieved as per a 

some other type of restriction 

nce of each variable within the 

(100.00%), household costing 

cloth cosLng (57.27%), food 
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(54.53%), communicaLon cost (47.28%), 

important contribution in the study 

Table 3: 

HOUSE_RENTAL

HOSEHOLD_COSTING

EDUCATION_COST

HEALTH_COST

CLOTH_COSTING

FOOD 

COMMUNICATION_COST

TRANSPORTAION_SERVES

 

4. Results and conclusions 

          The results of the study are shown form 307 families who live in urban expend 

(201000 – 400000) dinar of their monthly expenditures to house rent, from 797 families 

who live in urban area in Sulaimani Governorate, the (151000 

monthly expenditures expend to household. Also, 678 of these families, expend (101000 

125000) dinar to educaLon serves and 149 families of them expend (101000 

their monthly expenditure to transportaLon serves. In the node 16, 119 fami

in Sulaimani city expend (26000 

educaLon serves.  From these families 104 families expend (151000 

household. While 15 of these families less than 25000 dinars expend to hous

18, 529 families who live in Sulaimani city expend (201000 

transportaLon serves which 217 families of them expend (101000 

health, also 84 families of them expend (301000 

food, at the same Lme 133 families of them expend (151000 

While 529 families who live in Sulaimani city in node 18, with a split of 312 families in the 

node 20, who spend (126000 

(101000 – 150000) dinars to cloth coasLng, while 96 families of these 123 families expend 

(151000 – 300000) dinars to food. In the other hand 27 families of these 123 who live 

urban area in Sulaimani city expend (451000 

312 families in the node 20 expend (151000 

1166 families who live in urban area in Sulaimani governorate, the (101000 

of their monthly expenditures expend to

(151000 – 200000) dinar to cloth cosLng, and 444 families of them expend (101000 

150000) of their monthly expenditure to communicaLon serves, while 157 families of them 

expend (451000 – 600000) of their m

families 26 families expend (101000 

expend (151000 – 225000) to educaLon serves. In the node 11, 287 families who live in 
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communicaLon cost (47.28%), and transportation serves

important contribution in the study which equal to (44.78%) as shown in 

Table 3: Variable Importance in the study 

Variable Score 

HOUSE_RENTAL 100.00 

HOSEHOLD_COSTING 94.19 

EDUCATION_COST 84.28 

HEALTH_COST 63.26 

CLOTH_COSTING 57.27 

54.53 

COMMUNICATION_COST 47.28 

TRANSPORTAION_SERVES 44.78 

 

The results of the study are shown form 307 families who live in urban expend 

400000) dinar of their monthly expenditures to house rent, from 797 families 

who live in urban area in Sulaimani Governorate, the (151000 - 225000) dinar of t

monthly expenditures expend to household. Also, 678 of these families, expend (101000 

125000) dinar to educaLon serves and 149 families of them expend (101000 

their monthly expenditure to transportaLon serves. In the node 16, 119 fami

in Sulaimani city expend (26000 – 50000) dinars of their monthly expenditures to 

educaLon serves.  From these families 104 families expend (151000 

household. While 15 of these families less than 25000 dinars expend to hous

18, 529 families who live in Sulaimani city expend (201000 – 

transportaLon serves which 217 families of them expend (101000 –

health, also 84 families of them expend (301000 – 450000) dinars of their expe

food, at the same Lme 133 families of them expend (151000 – 300000) 

While 529 families who live in Sulaimani city in node 18, with a split of 312 families in the 

node 20, who spend (126000 – 150000) dinar to health field, 123 families of them expend 

150000) dinars to cloth coasLng, while 96 families of these 123 families expend 

300000) dinars to food. In the other hand 27 families of these 123 who live 

urban area in Sulaimani city expend (451000 – 600000) dinars to food, also 189 families of 

312 families in the node 20 expend (151000 – 200000) to cloth cosLng. In the node 3, from 

1166 families who live in urban area in Sulaimani governorate, the (101000 

of their monthly expenditures expend to household. Also, 559 of these families, expend 

200000) dinar to cloth cosLng, and 444 families of them expend (101000 

150000) of their monthly expenditure to communicaLon serves, while 157 families of them 

600000) of their monthly expenditure to food, then from these 157 

families 26 families expend (101000 – 125000) to educaLon serves and 131 families 

225000) to educaLon serves. In the node 11, 287 families who live in 
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transportation serves variable has less 

%) as shown in Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results of the study are shown form 307 families who live in urban expend 

400000) dinar of their monthly expenditures to house rent, from 797 families 

225000) dinar of their 

monthly expenditures expend to household. Also, 678 of these families, expend (101000 – 

125000) dinar to educaLon serves and 149 families of them expend (101000 – 150000) of 

their monthly expenditure to transportaLon serves. In the node 16, 119 families who live 

50000) dinars of their monthly expenditures to 

educaLon serves.  From these families 104 families expend (151000 – 225000) dinar to 

household. While 15 of these families less than 25000 dinars expend to household. In node 

 250000) dinars to 

– 125000) dinars to 

450000) dinars of their expenditures to 

300000) dinars to food. 

While 529 families who live in Sulaimani city in node 18, with a split of 312 families in the 

amilies of them expend 

150000) dinars to cloth coasLng, while 96 families of these 123 families expend 

300000) dinars to food. In the other hand 27 families of these 123 who live 

nars to food, also 189 families of 

200000) to cloth cosLng. In the node 3, from 

1166 families who live in urban area in Sulaimani governorate, the (101000 - 125000) dinar 

household. Also, 559 of these families, expend 

200000) dinar to cloth cosLng, and 444 families of them expend (101000 – 

150000) of their monthly expenditure to communicaLon serves, while 157 families of them 

onthly expenditure to food, then from these 157 

125000) to educaLon serves and 131 families 

225000) to educaLon serves. In the node 11, 287 families who live in 
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Sulaimani city expend (151000 

from these families 272 families expend (101000 

125 of these families expend (126000 

families 91 families expend (126000 

terminal nodes 12, 9, and 10, there are 15, 147, and 34 families who expend (76000 

100000), (101000 – 125000), and (101000 

and health serves respectively. In the

expend (101000 – 125000) dinars of their monthly expenditures to communicaLon serves, 

from these families 57 families expend (101000 

of these families expend (6010

and 7, there are 58, and 43 families who expend (151000 

300000) dinars to health serves, and food respecLvely.

Finally in the node 4, 607 families who live in Sulaimani cit

dinars of their monthly expenditures to cloth, from these families 161 families expend 

(101000 – 150000) dinar to transportaLon serves, while 74 of these families expend 

(126000 – 150000) dinars to health and from these families

125000) dinars for educaLon serves. While in the terminal nodes 2, 3, and 4, there are 446, 

87, and 21 families who expend (251000 

150000) dinars to transportaLon serves, health, a
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